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INTN)~ JCTION

Until recently, Western military planners could 4th a high degr~.
of confidence expect to be victorioue in the as~nwuetr1caJ. struggle in
Central Europe between N ATO tactical air power and Soviet defensive m eans0
Thi s confidence was reinforced by the experience of the successful. U.S.
tactical air operations cver North Vietnam in the late 1960’ a.

“11.5. tactical aircraf t were able to penetrate the relatively heavily
def ended air~~ace of Nor th Vietnam at medium altitudes almost at will”
( Crawford, 1977:l) ,* and the tactics and technologies (primarily electronic
counter measures) (E~ 4) dsveloped during that war were highly effective in
countering the Soviet supplied aurface—to~-air missile (SAM) systems. These
aime tactics and E~Z4 ware equally effective during the 1967 Arab—I sraeli
War and Israeli aircraf t ware able to operate with relative safety at the
more optimum medium altitudes0 Soviet produced SAM systems (primarily the
SA—2) were relatively ineffective in limiting operations of tactical air
forces. )1issUe expenditure s ~~~~ high and kills were few.** It was as if
the balance had shifted in favor of tactical air power. As a result , greater
reliance began to be placed upon tactical air forces and helicopters as a

• force that “can be concentrated in time and space with the utmost flexi.bil—
ity, and are capable of completely disrupting offensive operations of land
force& *** (Tobin , 1977:54).

However, j udging from the quantity and content of informed opinion
appearing recently in Western ntlitary writings, this confidence in tacti—
cal. sir power as the equalizer in Central Europe may have been somewhat
shaken by the surprising re sults of the 1973 Arab—Israeli War. The tactics
and technologies that had proven so successf ul a few years earlier were

*The system of citation used in this study is the “Author—and—tear
Format”. References are indicated by name of the author, year of publica-
tion and page n umber., For example (Crawf ord, 1977:1) .

**IFrom 24 July 1965, when the first American aircraft was lost through
an SA—2 hit , to the end of the first phase of the bombing in February, 1967,
1,500 missiles were 1aun~ned, bringing do~m 31 aircraft . Ttius, an average
of 50 St-2s were necessary to shoot down each aircraft. This f igure in-
creased in 1967 to 59 and j umped in 1968 to more than 100” (Borgart, 19’77b ,
1064) .

***T~~s view, particularly concerning fire souport helicopters is shared
by authoritative Soviet military writers as well: “Today helicopters have
turned into a powerful means of destroying various ground target s, e a-
pecielly tanks” (Gatsolaev, 1973:65). 9~ien organizing the air defense
of motorized, tank end artillery subuflits, one takes into consideration
the fact that a small group of helicopters can put out of action in a
single attack the tank nucleus of , say, an advanced detachment” (Gateolaev,
1974as12) . Similar views are presented by Bab y, 1976; Mikhailov, 1976;
and Zakharov, 1977.

~~~~-~~~~~ - ---_
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extremely costly In aircraft in 1973, The success of Soviet supplied,
ground based, air dsfenae systems has led some Western analysts to ‘~uea—tion the viability and survivability of offensive air operations In a
conflict in Central Europe. “Lialysls of the 1973 Middle Zaat War and the
s.irface—to...air defenses present there, whicn are representative of those
available to Wir aaj  Pac t countries, leads to the conclusion that it may be
extremely costly for present generation fighter aircraft to again penetrate
highly defe nded airspace ~t uedtuin altitudes” (Crah,f ord, 1977:1) 0

The results of the 197 3 MIdile Eaat W~r clearly exposed the scope of
the problem facing tactical air operations, A way had to be found to at-
tack armored targets on the battlefield ~nd survive. The consensus of
opinion in th€ West has been to fly low and Cast , but such a tactic is not
without its inherent danger. Once in the immediate vicinity of their tar-
gets — having underfbown SAM coverage of the medium altitudes, attacking
aircraf t or helicopters still must face the Soviet ground based air defense s
of the maneuver forces, Gary Tobin has obser-m-ed:

The key to this problem, and indeed a major reason why
the viability of offensive air support is now being
challenged, is the very great strides which the US~~has succeeded in making in the de7elopment of effective
low cost SAM and LA systems. In the early l9•~~’s this
threat was limited to the S1.-2 and S.&—3, but a satie-
factory counter to these weapons was to fly low and
fast and in any case the comparative immobility of these
early weapons systems prevented their employment in
close battlefield support situations, Since that time,
however, a whole new family of weapons has emerged; the
SA-4, —6, —8, —9, together 4th the very lethal and
highly accurate radar predicted ZSU-23—4 automatic
cannon,..,. (Tobin , 1977 :51).

If Crawford ’s appraisal Is correct that the medIum altitudes have
become too lethal. for large scale tactical air operations ( and we believe
they have) , then it is at the lower altitudes where the battle for control
of the airspace 411 be fought on the modern battlefield, Fur thermore, it
will, be that airspace over the leading edge of the maneuver forces that
will be decisive and 411, therefc’—z., be most hotly contested. However,
most recent studies of the tactical air environment have approached the
situation purely from a technological perspective (i.e. how to maudmize
and exploit technological weaknesses in Soviet air defense weapon systems) ,
Too little attention has been focuged on the tactical principles upon
which Soviet ground based air defenses are employed to protect the maneuver
forces,

This study a44e~~t t f ~~~-4~et—gap—az~~ examtneo Soviet troop air
defenue tactical employment doctrine and procedures for the protection of
the maneuver forces~ The air defense protection of the first echelon
motorized rifle battalion (t .~ B) will be analyzed in detail employing a
situational approach (j oe, the analysis of the tactical employment of air
defense systems as they protect the MRB during various forms of combat



1
- ---.op .rettoa.) .~~~ he choice of the ~~tor ized rifle batt aliox& is appropr ’ -’ te

as it is oonsiØt.nt with the view expressed by Soviet writers that tlu .
uni t with ncr~~1 augmentation is a combined arms tactical pc~draedelente
( subunit) th~ii can either independently or in conj urct ion with other units
accoup1i&~ decisive missions (Garbuz at ii , l97~ z3) .

Soviet sources (-p t1y !Q1~m~~ YQ1~~Ik)’ 
ha,. -be~~~ueed almost or-

clusively Consequently , the analysis is based upon wh’tt the Soviet mill—
taiy is wr iting about the tactical, employment of Its own weapon systems
and , therefore, the coverage is not and cannot be totally co plete.~,j~-exampl e, prior to the early 1970’ a little was written about the ta~~ical
employment of the ZSU-23-4 and almost nothing was in print concernLn~ t.heemployment of the ~ t—7 prior to 1975, The wall of silence still exi~ ts
concerning the 51-9 and the 51—8. For these reasons, Western eourcas’\have
been used sparing ly to amplify, where possible , information lacki ng in the
Soviet eater Iai~,

AIR IEFENSE ORDER OF BA~~LE

The Soviet Union currentl y posse sses the most extensive ground based
troop air defenae * system in the world. The Soviet Army has at its dis-
posal some 9,000 antiaircraft artillery (UA ) pieces , primaril y 57mm and
23mm towed and self—propelled automatic cannon This impressive arsenal
of antiaircraft artillery is integrated into an equally impressive distri-
bution of surface—to—air missile systems to produce an all—altitude, or-
ganic air defense for the ground forces capable of provl-ilng continuous
cover of the fast moving formattona~ In the last decade , the Soviet Union
has fielded four new mobile surface—to—air missile systems which have been
cptimiaed to cover specific pcrtlona of the air space over the ground forces
and are able to keep up with them, Gaps in the low-altitude missile cov-
erage are protected by the radar-directed ZS’J—23—4 self—propelled antiair-
craft gun which haa become the main U artillery piece of the Soviet divi-
sion.

The air defense protection of the Soviet motorized rifle battalion
should not be examined in Isolat ion as it is a component of a much more
extensive defensive arrangement. Soviet air defense doctrine calls for
the battalion to operate under an air defense umbrella established by the
air defense assets of the division and the army0 Figure 1 is a schematic
presentation of the air defense cove age of a Type Soviet Army in the ver-
tical plane. The cover age extends well beyond the for ir ~rd edge of the
bat tle are a ( FEBA) and to nearly 30,030 meters above it. Figure 2 is a
presentation of the S~)1 defense of a Type Soviet Army in the horizontal

~~~~~~ air defense consists of thoae air defen se forces designated to
protect the ground forces and subordinate to the Ground Forc e Commander.
It does not include air defense forces which proto~t the homeland (Voiska
Protivovozduahnoi Oborony Strany—F~fO Strsny) or fighter/inter ceptor air-
craft assigned to the Air Forces (Voenno—Vozduahnye Sily—VVS).

L 
—~~~~~~~ --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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plane. SIM units are far forward and are able to extend their covera~ -

well beyond the FEB-it and flank e while providing good coverage of the e:o-
tire army area.

Wail e a detailed technical description of all Soviet air defense
weapon systems is beyond the scope of thi s study, a short deecripticr of
the most significan t systems f ollows :

~3U—23—L (lenitn aj a Samokhodna ja U~ tanoyka ): Thi s proven 23mm self—
propelled automatic gun has become the primary *11 cannon of the Soviet
ground forces, It is found at all levels and is thought to be replacing
the 57mm 1511. 57—2 self—propelled aut omatic cannon and the 3—60 radar di-
rected AU cannon. The ZSU—23—4 is a quad —mounted antiaircraf t gun on a
modified PT—76 light tank cha ssis.’ It uses a radar antenna and gun stabil—
ization system which enables it to deliver aimed fire while on the move,
Firing can be conducted in one of three modes. In the automatic mode, the
radar automatically tracks the ta ~~~ and determines target range and
angular position. The on— board computer determines lead angles and the
fire control system automatically positions the cannon. In the second mode,
the target is tracked optically with the aid of a gunsight while the radar
is used to determine range only. .Ls In the previous mode the computer and
fire control system position the cannon, In the third mode, the entire
f unction is performed manually using a backup gu.naight and hand cranks to
position the cannon. The automatic mode is preferred for firing against
aerial targets (Strelkov , 1975:16) .

The maximum effective range of the weapon against aerial targets is
2,500 meters and the rate of fire is 3,400 round s per minute fired in bur sts
of 3—5 or 5—10 rounds ocr barrel. When firing against high—speed targets,
bursts of up to 50 rounds per barrel are used. Both fragmentation, high—
explosive, incendiary, tracer rounds and armor piercing, Ixx,eidiary, tracer
round s are fired, The no rmal sequence is three fragmentation, high—explo-
sive, incendiary , t racer rounds followed by one ar&or—pieroing, incendiary,
tracer round. The standard anmunition load carried on the vehicle is 2,000
rounds. The weapon has a four 1nan crew — commander , scan radar operator!
gunner, range operator and driver,

The ZSU— 23—4 is a highly accurate, lethal air defense weapon system
that was extremely effective in the 1973 Middle East War (Tobin , 1977:51).

~~~~ (Gainful ): The SA—6 surfac’~—to— air missile system is a highly
mobile tactical air defense weapon. A battery is thought to consist of
three tracked (modified PT-76) transp ort and launch vehicles each with three
missiles and one tracked ( also modified PT—76) fire cont rol vehicle with an
acquisition radar and a target tracking and illuminating radar. The 31—6
can search and acquire targets independently using its organic acquisition
radar or , as is more likely, be used in conjunction with a specialized
search radar. The extremely high speed (mach 2~ 5) of the missile makes it
difficult to evade and the multiple frequencies employed make it equally
difficult to ja m electroni cally. The radar system operates in both pulse

‘The ZSU—23—4 js not amphibious,

_ _ _  -. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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and continuous wave modes and the missile completes the terminal phase of
the intercept using semi—active radar homing guidance, The range of the
31—6 is probably 30 km against low—altitude targets with a minimum engage-
ment range of 4 km from the launcher (Pretty, 1977:79). A S1—6 brigade is
assigned to each Soviet army. Little is published in Soviet sources con—
cerning the characteristics or employment of the 51—6 missile system .

~~~~ (G~cko) ; The SA.-8 Is a relatively new highly mobile forward air
defense system, It Is an autonomous, self—contained system with all corn—
ponents mounted on a single wheeled vehicle . The vehicle carries the search
and tracking radars as well, as two missile tracking radars, and four mis-
siles on launchers, It is thought that the vehicle also carries one corn—
plate reload of missiles and is amphibious, The two separate missile
tracking radars indicate a capability fcr  the simultaneous firing of two
missiles with separate guidance for each and it appears almost certain that
the 31—8 can engage two targets separately. Under conditions of j amming,
the missiles nay be fi red while the target is tracked optically. Range of
the 31—8 is thought to be 10 km. The SA—8 is assigned to each motorized
rifle and tank division (Wiener and Lewis, 1977:373) , Almost nothing is
publi shed in Soviet sources concerning the characteri stics and employment
of this weapon system.

~~~~ (Ga~kin) : The SA—9 appeara to be a vehicle mounted derivative oi
the SI—? portable SIN system. Four missile launchers are mounted on an an—
phibious BR1~ —2 wheeled vehicle with the launcher crew~nan ’s position at the
base of the launcher. Targets are acquired optically although it hab been
reported that the 31—9 can be linked to surveillance radars or target dat~may be passed by radio to assist in target acq uisition. Range of the S1—9
is thought to be 7 Jon, A battery of f o u r  S*—9 ’ .s are assigned to each motor-
ized rifle and tank regiment. Almost nothing is published in Soviet sources
concerning the characteristics or employment of the 51—9.

~~~~~~~~~ (Gr~~ ,): The 31—7, designated in Soviet termino1o~~’ as PZRK
(Perenoan~ri Zenitn.vi ~&cetiwi. 1ccmpl~~~), will be found dispersed in large
numbers throughout the battlefield , The 31—7 is the organic air defense
means of the motorized rifle battalion. It Is a small (l ,5m) , lightweight
(15 kg) , man-portable missile tha.~ can be set up and fired almost immediately,
Additional reloads are carried In the ElM?. Targets are acquired optically
and the missile completes interception using infra—red homing. A newer
version, named Strela-2, may have an IF? (Identification Friend or Foe)
capability (Wiener and Lewis, 1977:374) . Also it appears likely that the
SA—7 gunner receives an audible signal indication that the missile seeker
head has locked on the target and not on j amming. If the seeker head has
looked on jam ning (IR flares) , the gunner can apparently break—off the en-
gagement, wait until the target is clear of the j amming, reenergize the
system and engage (Nikulin , 1976:29) . The range of the S~—7 is thought to
be 5 1cm, although wiener and Lewis report that the improved version may have
greater range (1977:374) . The missile employs a fragmentation warhead which
some observers consider to be a serious limitation (Borgart , l97ft z 1064) ,

Other air defense weapon systems that are used extensive].~r are the
SA—2 SIN (a regiment of three batteries is  assigned to the army) , the

_ 
-

‘ p
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31—4 SM (a brigade Is assigned to the ~ru~y), the ZSU—57—2 57mm twin ‘uto-
matic cannon (these may still, be found in some 11* regiments of the a..
a b a  and also at army level), and the 3—60 57 mm radar directed cannon
(these also may be found in some divisional antiaircraft regiments and at

~w).

AdditIonally, Soviet writers stress the use of infantry weapons ~tndthe antiaircraf t machinegun s mounted on tanks to repel l enen~y air attacks ,
When snail arms are emnioyed, their ~~~ is tightly controlled by the con—
mander and they will be employed in mass . A platoon will concentrate its
fire agaInst a helicop ter and an entire company against a high—per formance

raft.

SOVIET PH ILOSOPHY OF Ai R DEFENSE

Before examining the tactical ‘mployment of SovIet troop air defense,
a short. discussion of the philonophy concerning the roles and missions of
air defense currently operable in Soviet thinking would be beneficiaL
These perceptions di rectly influence the mnnner 1~i which troop air defense
is approached and the tactical employment of air defense units.

A review of Soviet percent ions concerning the role and mission of
troop air defense as expressed in V~ernwI Vestoik and other publications
indicates tha t the operative pr incip les are “purpo sefulness,” “coordinat ion ,”
“ maneuve rability , ” “continuity ” and “surprise.”

Lieutenant Genor’J V. A.. Gatsolaev sni’narizos the principle of ‘pur—
poaefu.ine se” when ho wrote:

The essence of an ‘~nt iaircr aft ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ combat
mi ssion can b~ expressed with two wo rds “ to cover, ”
Th. term “to cover” c u ld equally he ruplaced with the
phrase “ t o  defend against, danger from the air ” o r even
more precisely, “ t.o p revent strike o and reconnaissance
of the target from the air.. ” In other words , the anti-
aircraf t zddl,enip engages in battle against an air
ene my not generally hut in tho interests of certain forces
or rear n. rvlces faci lit ico (Gatsolaov , 1974:95—96) .

Thi s means in e f t o ~~t that th~ ,o’~.Ivities of air defense forces nrenot ind ena nient. Air det ’eiøe unite ‘cc tion above all in the interests c’f
some other tactical formation and their activities are directly related to
the missIon of’ the supported force. Thus , the relatively high degree of
cen tralization and the nearly complete control the ground force commander
exercise s ove r all facets of air defense observable in the operations of
Soviet troop air defense beco,ue understandable In l ight of this principle.
Moreover , it Is quite (‘lear from Soviet writings that shooting down air-
(‘raf t is, in the final analysis, seconda ry to preventing damage to the
suppo rted unit that would interfere with the aocon;~1 inhment of its mission.
This might oven include not . f ir ing upon a clearly hostile aircraft when
such fires ma~y comprotnist ’ the supported unit s position.

~ 

— - -~~~~ “ ______
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‘Coordination ” means that the combat activitie s of all air defense
mean s are coordinated at the lowest level exercising control over them,
To accomplish thia , the combined anus coDL’nandar at all ]avels organizes
the sir defense of his unit and the assigned or attached air defense com-
mander acts as his advi sor. In practice , the senior cosna~ander quite often
designates demarcation iine~ In both the vertical and horisonta]. plan e
which then become zones within which certain types of air defense weapon
systems have pri~rIty of engagement. In this manner the combined arms
comma_nder can coordinate the activitle~ of interceptor aircraft , 3N4 ’s
and LA guns and this coordination as well as the demarcation line s become
a component of his order to subordinate commanders,

‘Maneuverability” of air defense weapons is an outgrowth of the hig h
rates of advance Soviet planners anticipate in future conflicts. The
Soviet perception of manoivarabtlity considers both the physical displace-
ment of the weapons and the shifting of their fire s from one target to
another. Only the most mobile air defense weapon aystezns — preferably
those ~è~ich can fire on the move — are designated to protect the fast moving
forces. Air defense units are deployed so as to be able to engage a single
target wi th all weapons or each weapon can engage a separate target. In
accordance with thi s principle, the air defense weapon aystema prote ‘ ng
the MRB, as we will see later, are all as mobile as the battalion.

“Continuity” of air defe nun coverage is related to the mobility of the
air defense weapons but also means air defense formations must be con—
stantly shifting positions and coverage and that logistic support m~~’t be
continuous and t imely. Continuit y of the coverage is especially importa. 4.
during river crossings (which will be discussed later) and during the in—
troduction of second echelon units into the battle , Continuity of the
coverage also explains the insistence in Soviet writings tha t under no
circumstances must the air defense weapons become separated from the man-
euver unit they support. In some cases this has been carried to the ex-
treme that antiaircraft units are prohibIted from stopping to fire on at-
tacking aircraft even though their fires would have been much more effec-
tive from the thort hal t .,

The princ iple of “ surprise” ‘...s received considerable empha sis re-
cently in Soviet publications and training exe rcises. Thi s principle is
baa.d on the realization — possibly as a result of the Arab experience —that , because of their effectiveness , the air defense unit itself has be-
come a primary target for air attack. The Soviet perception is that the
enemy will devote considerable effort and resources to locate air defense
positions in order to either attack them directly or to avoid them. By
surpri se the Soviets hope to bring sudden, overwhelming and unexpeoted
fire on unsuspecting enemy airc raft and helicopters.

Soviet writers stress that to achieve surprise air defense positions
must be well concealed, strict firing di scipline observed, and alternate
firing positions prepared in advance. Specific tactics designed to ensure
surprise will be discussed in detail in the chapter on the air defense of
the battalion in the defense.

_ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



O JII ZATIQZI OF TILE P43TORIZED RIFLE IwfALION FOR AIR D~F!NSE

The only organic, dedicated air de1ens~.s ;:tet.u~ available to the MRS is
the SA.-7 man—portable SAM ~ystem. A section of three SA—7 garners as-
signed to each motorized rifle ooinpany. Thus, there are a total of n~
31-7 gunners in the motorized rifle battalion. There was no indication
in the literature as to the number of missile reloads within the company ,
although each ~ 1P baa a storage rack capable of transporting one SA—7
missUe (00 D, undated: 3—20) . Therefore, if each 04? ware to carry its
f ull complement of SI—? s, the bat talion would have a basic load of at
least 30 SA—7s.

Organic air defense is provided the mot~rized rifle regiment by an
assigned battery of foir ZS1J—23-.4 fire units divided into two platoons
and a battery of four SA—9 tire units.

Tne ZSU— 23—4 battery routindly supports first echelon battalions, D~—
pending upon the mission of the battaliona, the battery ~nay be attached as
a single entity or it may be split into two platoons with a platoon at-
tached to each first echelon ba~ ..aiion. For example , a MRS that is per—
forming the mission of an advance detachment for the regiment would nor—
sually have a battery of ZStf—23-4a attached (Mi khailov, 1976:28) . On the
other hand, if the regiment is advancing with two battalions in the first
echelon, each of these battalions will be augmented with an attached ZSU—
23—4 platoon (Tod~irov, 1976:83).

From the literature it was impossible to determine what procedures
apply to the SA—9 unit at regiment . None of the articles reviewed even
mentioned this weapon ~ rstem and there was nothing to indicate that SA—9
fire units were attached to motorized rifle battalions. We can only con-.
elude, based upon the widespread availability of a missile system (S7~-7)complementary to the ZSU—23—4 guns at the battalion 1ev e 1, that the SA—9
is probably not deta ihed and that it performs mi ssions assigned by the
regimental commander,

Further more, there is no Indication as to how the regimental air de—
tense assets are organized. Some authors refer to a ZSU—23—4 unit with
four tire units as a platoon , while others term that same sized unit a
battery with a battery commander and a battery command post. Since late
1~76, Soviet authors more freque ntly use battery when address ing a f our
fire unit organization and this is the organizational structure we shall
follow. Also, there is freq~ient reference in the literature to a regimen—
t&1. air defense officer. Thi s would seem to indicate that the SL—9s are
organized into a battery and that s ~me type of control headquarters has
been organized above these two batteries. Thi s seems even more plausible
in light of the references to the regimental air defense officer having

~~ fire unit is the mnalleat air defense organization that can inde-
pendently accomplish all the air defense functions — acquisition, identi-
fication and engagement . Individual ZSU—23—4 mounts, S1—9 mounts and SA—7
gunners are fir e units.
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independent means of radar surveillance (unspecified) and a communicationa
channel to the ZSU-23— 4 bat tery when attached to a

CHAPTER II

ALR DEFENSE OF THE MOTORI ZED RI FLE BATT ALION IN THE OFFENSE

THE ATTACK FRCt4 THE I4ARCH

The widespread availability of tactical nuclear weapons has led Soviet
military writers to conclude that a prolonged concentration of troops and
material in the immediate vicinity of a planned offensive would be ex—
trsnel.y dangerous. Concentrations of troops would immediately become
priority targets and nuclear weapons have given military forces the capa-
bility of destroying such concentrations without committing large quari—
tities of artillery or aircraft. Moreover , the nearly complete mechaniza-
tion of the maneuver forces no longer requires the assembly of large num-
bers of troops at short distances from the enemy in order to launch an of-
fensive (Sidorenko , 1970:64).

Accordingly, Soviet doctrine envi sions the attack being launche I , in
most circumstances, by troops and equipment which have been brought 1.
that purpose from relatively secure positions behind the line of immedin~.
contact. Sidorenko asserts that “to launch an attack on a prepared defense
from the march by moving out from a waiting area” is a “fundamentally new
method” (Sidorenko, 1970:66 ) and is basic. The march, which is defined as
“an organized movement of troops in march column by road, unimproved ‘oad ,
and quite often over open, roadless terrain” (Garbuz et al , 1972:7) will ~encountered quite frequently, March situations will be employed in the of—
fense as a preliminary to a meeting engagement , in the pursuit , while bring-
ing up the division’s second echelon for introduction into the battle, or
for shifting forces in another direction0 While on the defensive, forces
being moved forward to conduct a counterattack will also employ the march
(Qa.rbuz et al, 1972:9) ,

Forces conducting a march are normally enroute to accomplish a combat
mission critical to the ground force commander. As a result , the enemy is
expected to be far from indiffero~:t to the route and progress of the se
columns and will subject them invariably to air attack in order to destroy
or delay them, Consequently, Soviet writers stress the absolute necessity
of effective air defense coverage of march coluins to include both active
and passive measures arid continuous reconnaissance (Garbuz et al, 1972:38) ,

The M1~B may perform the march semi—independently — while operating in
the advance detachment of the regiment, or moving to the attack from the
interior — or be located in the body of the regiment ’s main force. For
the purpose of this study , the air defense of the battalion is approached
as if it were functioning semi—independently. In this mariner, we can ex—

p amine the battalion with its normal complement of attachments — particularly
air defense. While functioning in the body of the regiment’ a main force,
the air defense of the MRB closely resembles the air defense of the main

I4Fr_~ L. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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body of the battalion acting independently with the exception that addi—
tiona.l air defense means are not attached. It appears very likely that
march column protection of the main body is provided by the 51—9 bat”ry
which we stated earlier is held at regimental level.

A !~~B operating as the advance detachment of a regiment is generally
reinforced with a tarik company, artillery support, engineer support and an
antiaircraf t battery ( four ZSU—23—4 fire units) . Thu a in addition to the
assigned nine 51—7 gunners (three per company ) and the machineguns and
automatic weapons of the rifle companies, the battalion commander has at
his di~~osal for air defense the antiaircraft machineguns of the attached
tanks and the attached ZSU—23—4s.

In situations requiring a march, the battalion’ s operations generally
consist of three phases or distinguishable tactical formations: in the
waiting area, during the march itself , and when deployed for the meeting
engagement or attack. Assigned and attached air defense weapons, in turn,
adopt different tactical formations to support each of these phases.

AIR DEFENSE IN THE WAITING AREA

The area selected to mssemble the bat talion prior to the initiation
of the march should be large enough to disperse the companies in order to
minimize the effects of weapons of mass destruction as well as provide
concealment from aerial surveillance0 The battalion commander will be
provided information as to the coverage provided by the air defense assets
of the senior commander as well as intelligence concerning enemy tactical
aircraft and helicopter activity. eased upon thi s information and an
evaluation of the terrain, the battalion commander , advised by the anti-
aircraf t battery commander , assigns sectors of responsibility to the 31—7
gunners, the lU battery and, if neces~~ry, the companies for engagement
of aircraf t and helicopters with inachineguns and automatic weapons. The
moøt important factors influencing the assignment of sectors of responsi—
bility are the effectiveness of corioea.lment, the availability of low-
altitude approache s into the waiting area and the availability of aerial
surveillance data from the regixaenta]Jdlvi sional surveillance radar or
surveillance radars of adjacent units. While several variations in tacti-
cal formations are thu s possible, certain general characteristics may be
inferred from the literature. If low—altitude approaches into the waiting
area are available, the air defense tactical formation Is weighted in that
direction, pa.rticu].arly the ZSU—23—4s. All—around coverage is still pro-
vided but the preponderance of air de 4’ense combat power is oriented on the
most dangerous approach. If possib~~, the tactical formation is oriented
so that all air defense weapons are able to engage targets approaching from
the direction of the greatest threat. The moat efficient tactic al forma-
tion to accomplish this is a rhombus (Gataolaev, 1974:112) • 81—7 gunners
operate within their coinpani e a. They may be deployed in a line facing the
moat dangerous low-altitude avenue of approach within their assigned see—
tor or in a triangle with its apex facing the moat dangerous direction.
Soviet writers recommend this latter arrangement in order to facilitate
control of fires (Nikulin, 1976:29) . Each Si—? gur~ er is assigned a

_ _ _
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sector of responsibility which overlap by approximately 15-.20 degrees.
Sectors of responsibility of individual ZSU—23— 4 fire units also overlap.

If particularly dangerous low-altitude approaches are absent or the
terrain provides sufficient concealment , the preferred method is to have
the ZSU—23—4 battery function as a unit with individual guns separated by
a diatan~e of 200—250 meters, al though situations have been observed where
the battery was deployed by platoons separated by an interval of up to

P 1030—1500 meters. The determining factors appear to be terrain, size of
the area, and availability of suitable firing positions. The Uk battery
is generally oriented in the direction of the enemy and is located in the
vicinity of the battalion command and observation post In order to protect
it. The 51—7 gunners are deployed within their company area s with the
apex of their triangles oriented towards center of the sector (Mikhailo’v,

P 1973:77) .

Figures 3 and 4 depict possible variants of the tactical formations
of a t~~8 in the waiting area. Figure 3 represents probable low—altitude
avenues of approach and Figure 4 is without such approaches, They clearly
demonstrate the relationship between threat and conc ealment on the one
hand and air defense tactical formations on the other.

Soviet writers consider aerial su.rveillance to be crucial for the
survival of tactical formations on the modern battlefield, The capability
of modern aircraft/helicopters to operate at low—altitude e and of heli-
copters to hover in ambu sh behind the masking of terrain features effectively
negates long—range radar surveillance (Gatsolaev, 1973:65) . Conaequc~tly,
considerable emphasis is placed upon Visual observation using organic per
sonnel as aerial observers. Air observers are appointed in each platoon
and company and also at the battalion command and observation post, They
receive special training in aircraft recognition and identification pro—
cedurea0 and are provided the means to issue the air warning. The aerial
surveillance system of a I’U~B in the waiting area is based upon the surveil-
lance radars of the ZSJ— 23—4. The antiaircraft battery commander checks
radar masking and sites his guns to obtain maximum coverage. Areas ma sked
to the radars are covered by aerial observers. Each observer is assigned
a primary zone for observation of aerial targets.

Air defense related communications are established within the MRB
to ensure the timely warning of the threat of air attack and to control
the distribution of antiaircraft fires. Communications are both signal
(colored rockets, flags etc.) and radio, Wherever possible rethndancy is
built into the sjstem and duplicate means are routinely employed. In.f or—
niatton concerning the air threat is received at the battalion by radio on
the regimental oomm~fl~e~ a net and also on the air defense net established
between the antiaircraft battery commander and the regimental air defens e
officer (Bulatov and Poliakov, 1976:84—85) . Air threat data received from

~~~~ author states that friendly (Soviet) aircraf t will execute pre-
determined maneuvers, launch colored rockets, or turn on navigation or
landing lights to confirm their identity for ground observers (Griahin,
1974:94) .
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Figure 4. Air Defeni~e of a Motorized Rifle Battalion• in the Waiting Area (Variant )
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higher headquarters is relayed to the ZSU—23—4 gui-is by means of the anti
aircraft battery net and to the assigned or attached companies by means
of the battalion commander ’ a radio net, The companies in turn relay air
threat inforimztion to the 51—7 gunners. Warning of aircraft detected by
aerial observers is accomplished by establ ished signals (generally, ac—
cording to the literatu re , one or two colored rocket s in the direction of
the aircraft) . A duplication of this signal is a short code—word traria—
mission by the company commander on the battalion commander’s radio net.
The code word most frequently used f- r  thi s purpose in the various articles
was vozdukhR (air) sometimes followed by three digits (e.g. 555 ) .  Air
warning of aircraft detected by the ZSU—23—4 gunners is accomplished by
the antiaircraf t battery commander over this same net (Mikhailov, 1973:78).

Signals are al so established to facilitate fire di stribution and to
shift the fire s fro m one or all guns onto a particular target. Soviet
writ ers caution that rapid shifting of fire s is essentia l particularly when
helicopters use the diversion created by an aircraft attack to push their
attack at lou—altitude from another direction . Gene rally the signal f or
a shift of fire is a rocket of a pre ar ran ged color in the direction of the
new target or a èiort , coded radio signal (Gatsolaev , 1973:70),

• Control of air defense fire s is highly centralized, particularly when
the batt alion is in a static position (e.g. a waiting area) , although
there appears to be an ongoing debate in Voennyi Veatnik concerning the
degree of centralization of control that should be exerci sed aver 51-7
gunners. Kabulakhln ( 1977:105) argues that the company commander often
forgets about the SA—7 gunners and concentrates his entire attention on
the ground situation. Therefore, it is best for the regiment al air defense
officer to retai n control over the 51—7 gunners. While others ( Bulatov a.~d

f Poliako v, 1976:86) find tha t control of the SI—? gunners by even the bat-
talion commander is too highly centr alized , The consensus appears to be
that company commanders and, in some case s, the platoon conznanders should
direct the fire of 51—7 gunners.

- The fires of the ZS’J-23—4 fire units are controlled by the battery
coiaizander through previously issued Instructions concerning the sequence
and priorities of protection and engagement as well as verbal, commands for
the shifting of fires. Mount commanders have the autho ri ty to engage sud—

• denly appearing targets.

While in the waiting area, in order to preclude fat igue and to permit
routine maintenance of equipment, one Si—? gunner per company and one
ZSU-.23—4 per platoon is designated as the duty weapon and is prepared to
open immediate fire. With the appearance of aircraft or the receipt of
early warning the remaining ZSU—23—4s and Si-? gunners prepare to fire.
Additionally, if enemy aircraft have been particularly active a platoon
within each company may be designated to be l.a a d.ity status for the en-
gagement of aerial targets (Garbuz et a]., 1972:51),
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h R  D~~EN8E ON THE t4~RCH ROUTE

• The 1’O~B may adopt various tactical formations ( groupings of forceaj
while conduc ting the march, depending upon the tactical mission to be ac-
complished at the completion of the march, Reznlchenko ( 1966) identifies
four conditions for conducting the march that alter the march formation of
the battalion: the march in ant icipation of a meeting engagement, tti~offensive march with advanc e from the depth (approach march), the pursuit

P march (parallel, axis), and the withdrawal march. For convenience in ex-
a~lnl ng the air defen se of the MRB, off en~iive march situations may be
grou~ed into two major categories: the march with expectation of meeting
the enemy at some undetermined location ( march prelIminary to meeting en-
gagement and the pursuit march) and the march with the expectation of
meeting the enemy mt a predetermined location ( appro~ch march). Other

P march situations fall readily into either of these categories depending
upon the commander s assesmnent of the likelihood of meeting the enemy and
where.

While conducting a march with the expectation of meeting the enemy at
an undetermined location, the MRB normally employs a tactical formation as

P shown in Figure 5. The ZSU—23—4 battery proceeds within the main body and,
as a rule, in the column of the company with which the battalion command
and observation post is advancing (Mi khailov, l973a:24) . The preferred
tactical formation of the ZS ’1—23—4 battery within the column is by platoons
in co].thnn of mounts. This arrangement ensures a compact battery formation,
permits the massed fires of al]. guns on oae target and facilitates fire
distribution (which is accomplished by the battery commander who follows
immediately behind his battery) should multiple targets appear (Todurov,
1976:82) . However, if enemy air activity has been particularly intense
and terrain permits air attacks along the length of the column, one p1atoo~
~n.iy be positioned at the head of the column and the other at the tail
(Gatsolaev , 1974:100) . In this case, the antiaircraf t commander follows
with the battalion command and Dbservaticn post (Mikhailov, i973a: 24) .

Regardless of the manner ZSU-23—4 fire units are integrated int o the
column, Soviet authors stress that the composition of the column should
not hinder their ability to detect and engage low—altitude targets. There-
fore, large pieces of equipment or vehicles will not be positioned directly
to the fro nt or rear of a ZSU—23—4 fire unit. Moreover, the distance be-
tween ZSU— 23—4 mounts and the nearest vehicl e or tank will be no less than
50 meters (Gatsolaev , 1974:100),

The 51—7 gunners will proceed within the column of their companies.
They are, as a rule, located in the same vehicle as the company commander
(Bulatov and Poliakov, 1976:86) .

As in the waiting area, continuous, all—around surveillance is or-S
ganized within the march column. Hovever, due to the reduced effective -
ness of the ZStJ—23—4 radar system to detect targets while on the move and
the difficulties in detecting aerial target s while moving, aerial observers( are designated on each vehicle in the column, Designated sectors for aerial
observation are in relation to the movement of the column (either right or
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left) and the greatest o~e’iap 01 sec tors are along the f la nks of the
column, Surveilian~e to the front and rear of the column is accomplish..
by the ZSU—2 3—4 fire units each covering a sector of 80 degrees. Center
of sector is the azimuth of the direction of march for the lead ZSU—2 3—4
and the appropriate back azimuth for the one in the rear (12 and 6 o ’clock
re spectively in relation to the direction of movement) ( Chuvak.in and
Logvinenko , 1973:78) . Companies are assigned aerial observation sectors
to the right and left of the column 0 The sector of each individual ob-
server as well as those of companie s ove rlap by 20— 30 degrees and sectors
assigned to individuals are held to 3) degrees. Sectors of aerial obser-
va tion generally correspond to sectors of responsibility for firing
( Gri shin , 1974:96) .

a Communications (both signal and radio) are establisried for alerting
the battalion of the approach of hostile aircraft ,  For aircraft detected
by the battalion’ s aerial observurs, the alert is given by means of a
pre—arrange~1 signal (usually a Co~ ~ bd rocket in the di rection of the de-
tected aircraft) . A diplicate sL gnal will be tranwnltted by radio over
the battalion commander’s net (G;ttsolaev , 1974:104) . Intelligence con-
ce rning enemy air activity arid tte approach of aircraf t of interest to
the column is received first at ~he AAA u iit command post from the reg i-
mental air defense off icer  arvJ is then relayed ~ia the battalion commander’s
net to the rest of the battalion

While s.irveiilance is conti~ ously maintained in a high state of read-
iness, the actual air defense preparedness of the battalion may be slightly
relaxed to avoid overly fatigui ni ,; the crews, If enemy ai” activity has
been li ght or the narch column is still some distance from the enemy posi-
tions, only a portion of the bat talion ’ s air defense assets are prepared
to conduct immediate fire (Readi ness Condition No , 1). Every second

• ZSU—23—4 fire unit it at Readiness Condition No , 1 ( systems energized,
guns loaded and crews manning their positions and searching for target~,w’~i1e the remainln~ mo u.rm s are at a lesser sbate of readiness (Gat solaev,
1974:105) . This same procedure applies to the S~—7 gunners. Only one
SA—? gunner in each company is at Readiness Condition No. 1 (Mikhailov,
1976:28) . Also , infantry and tank conpanies maintain on—duty elements
(the equivalent of Readiness Condit ion ~o. 1) to engage low—flying air-
craf t or helicopters while on the move and during halts (Garbuz et al,
1972:51).

The air defense readiness of the rattalion will be increased whenever
the battalion dnters a zone of increaiied air activity; approaches the
enemy ; passes through defiles, road junctions or river crossings; stops
for halts or breaks; and , of course , whene ?er hostile aircraft are de—
tected. During rest halts, the column maint.ains its march formation and
pulls to the right of the road with vehicles no closer than 10 meters
apart, Aerial observers, radio operators, and personnel assigned to fire
on low—flying air craft (e.g. with tank antiaircraft machineguns) will
remain with their vehicles, while the remaining personnel deploy to the

• right of the roe.d, The unit de signated to engage low—altitude targets
with infantry machinegun~ and automatic weapons will be deployed in one
location (Garbuz et al , 1972:51—54) . The ZSU—34—4 battery will deploy in
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combat formation with all mount s at Readiness Condition No . 1 4th separa—
ti on distances of 30—40 meters between mounts. Upon resumption of the
march, the ZSU-23—4 fire units will again take their assigned positions
in the column.

Upon receipt of an air warning, the actions of the battalion appear
to depend upon terrain. If the warning i~ received while the column is

• passing through a wooded area, the column will be halted along a portion
of the road offering concealment I rca the air and the vehicles will be
camouflaged. All antiaircraft means are brought to Readiness Condition
No, 1.. To preclude giving away the position of the battalion, single
aircraft will not be engaged, unless it attacks the battalion directly
and then, depending upon the threat posed by the attack, only on—duty

• p weapons may engage the aircraft (Kiriukhin , 1975:86) 0 If the threat is
serioua, all antiaircraft and inf antry weapons will engage the targets.

If the colwari is passing through terrain lacking concealment oppor-
tunities, the march will continue with a corresponding increase in the
intervals between vehicles, The ZS1J—23—4 mount s will engage targets on

• the move or at the short halt . Although the ZSU—23-4 may conduct aimed
fire on aerial targets while moving, its accuracy is considerably enhanced
if it fires from the halt. However, one author emphasized the overr4 ding
importance of the ZSU—23—4s keeping up with the colums they are cover...
and that under no circum stances shoul d they fall behind even to engage
aircraf t or helicopters (Molchanov, 1975:86) . The literature did not in—

p dicate to what degree Sk—7 gunners could engage targets on the move or that
short halt s would be made to enable SA-7 gunners to fire missiles.

At night, aircraft will only be engaged on order of the battalion or
company commander. Strict light discipline will be enforced and all light s
( sometime s including night vision devices) will be turned off when aircraft

p are in the vicinity of the column.

While conducting a march with the expectation of meeting the enemy at
a pr~~etermined location ( approach march) , the KRB normally employs a march
formation as shown In Figure 6. The ZStJ—23—4 battery’ s mount s are distri-
buted through the column at intervals of 500—700 meters. Thi s enables the

p AU weapons not only to provide air defense coverage of the entire coli.m,n
but also to ensure that once the oatta.lion deploys into its combat forma-
tion and launches the assault the antiaircraft unit will be able to rapidly
assume the appropriate combat formation to support the attack. The battery
comuand post follows the battalion command and observatIon post ( Bulatov and
Poltakov, 1976:86) .p

Procedures for surveillance, communications and signal, fire control
and sectors of responsibility are the same as for a march in expectation
of meeting the enemy at an undetermined location, It is assumed that a
battalion in the approach march must launch it8 attack at a predetermined
time, consequently, the battalion will most likely continue to move while

p under air attack even should concealment be available, The ZSU—23—4 fire
units will engage aerial targets on the move ,

p
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AIR DEFENSE DUBING THE ASSAULT

Although the formations and combat activities of the t4RB differ some-
what during the meeting engagement and the attack from the march, air de-
fense procedures and tactical formations differ relatively little. The
mission of supporting air defense in both these circum stances remains to
protect the combat power of the battalion and prevent interference from

p aerIal fires in the accompl ishment of the battalion’ a mission, Therefore ,
we aha].l exajn.the the tactical deployment of air defense in the attack from

• the march.

Upon completion of its approach march , the battalion d3ploys into its
combat formation for the assault , The assault may be conducted with the

p infantrymen mounted in the ~4P s or , If the defense Is firmly established
and heavily protected with an t.itank weapons, the Infantrymen may di smount
to attack. Should the attack be conducted with the infantrymen remaining
in the I*1P~, the ZSU—23— 4s will form a line of platoons with each platoon
supporting an attacking “first echelon” motorized rifle company (Figure 7) .
The ZS1J—23—4 platoons will be located approximately 400 meters behind the

p tank s or ~~~~ This dIstance Is optima]., since it provides for antiair-
craft fire far forward over the enemy positions (Soviet authors are certain
that attacking fire suppo rt helicopters will launch their antitank g’tded
missiles, ITGMs, while ever the positions of their own troop s (Gatsoi~ ‘r,
1973:66) or from the fl inks . Moreover , this distance increases the sur-
vivability of the an t ia i rc ra f t  weapon systems fro m enemy small arm s fire.

P The distance between mounts Is not standard and is dependent upon the width
of the battalion’s sector , howover a separation of 150—200 meters is recom-
mended for safety a~td control purpo ses. The battery command post I oilows
behind the line of platoons at the range of direct visibility but no fart~’er
than 200 meters to the rear ( Todurov , 1976:82) .

p The S*-7 gunners remain wtth the ~4P of the compan~y commander. They
fi re directly f rom the vehicle. It does not appear likely, however, that
the 84-7 can he fired f rom the deck of a rap idly moving ~~~‘ advancing over

• broken ground or from the troop batch for that matter. The literature
simply states the SI—? gunners “fire either directly f rom the inf antry com-
bat vehicles, armored personnel carriers or motor vehicles” with no atupli—

p fication (Todurov , 1976:82) , It Is more likely that they would fire from
short halts In t,he sane manner a i  when firing the BMP s 73mm smooth bore
gun.

The motorized rifle company following in the battalion ’s second echelon
is given ~n air defense role until such time as it is committed. This

P company Is more likely to engage tho se aerial targets that have penetrated
over the battalion’ a fo rmation or along the flanke. Thi s is primarily due
to the range limitations of the infantry machinegun a and automatic weapons.

p *Althongh the ZSU-.23—4 mount is a lightly armored vehicle (modified
P1—76 chasaie) and the crew is protsotad from email arms fire, the radar
antenna Is particularly vulnerable. Soviet authors continually expressed
concern that the ZSU—23—4 mounts remain beyond email arms range.
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While advan cing, the maximum range at which aerial targets may be engaged,
according to Soviet sources, is 700—800 meters (Tikhomlrov, l977s8) .

Sectors of responsibility are not assigned, at least not in the same
sense as they were in the march colum ’i. The ZSU—23—4 platoons engage tar~-gets posing a threat to the companies they are protecting . Fires are con-
trolled by the battery commander, but this control is slightly looser than
in the waiting area or on the march. Fire control is exercised by means
of previously issued instructions and the battery coimnander will generally
only give orders to shift fires on targets the platoon or mount commanders
nay not have detected or to mass fires on targets presenting a greater
threat. SA—7 gunners engage targets on order of the company commander and
eometimes on order of platoon commanders.

Aerial observers are appointed on each ZSU—23—4, at each company
command post (this function is performed by the 84-7 gunners) and at the
battalion command and observation post. The air warning is given by radio
and colored flares.

If the battalion Is to attack on foot , the inf antrymen will dismount
from the 8I~~ and attack in a line of skirmishers behind the tanks. ~i’tactical formation and fire control procedures for the ZSU—23—4 battery
are the same as for the mounted attack (i.e0 a line of mounts 400 meters
behind the tanks) .

The S1—7 gunners dismount with their companies and advance in a line
behind the line of skirmishers. They are located immediately behind the
company commander and, depending upon the width of the company’ a front, are
separated by approximately 30 meters. The company commander indicates
which targets are to be engaged and directs their fire with voice commands
or hand and arm signals. The SL—7 gunners will fire on targets from the
short halt and then return to their positions in the formation with a dash
( Bu].atov and Poliako v, 1976:87 ) The preferred method for engaging single
target s or email groupi ngs of aircr aft /helicopters is salvo fire (i.e. fire
by more than one gunner against the san s target without waiting for the
results of the first missile) . Multipl e targets are engaged with one mi s—
sile each ( Gat solaev, 1973:69) .

Despite the fact that ammunition and missile consumption is antici-
pated to be high duri ng the offensive, the liter ature contain s relatively
little discussion concerni ng reaupp ].y procedures . There is no mention

• what soever of re supply of missiles to SI -? gunners.

In addition to the 2,000 rounds carried in the ZSU—23—4 itself , addi-
tional 23emi ammunition is carried by organic vehicles which follow approxi-
matel y 1,500—2,000 meters behind the battery . Reloading i. normal ly ac-
complished at night , during periods of reduc ed visibility or when ene~~air activity is light (Gataolae v, 1974:115) .

After the ~~~~~~~~~ s objective s for the assault have been secured
and if the pursuit is to be conducted , the battalion reforms into a march
coluan. The tactical formation will be the same as for conducting the march
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in anticipation of meeting the enemy at an undetermined location, Air
defense formatio ns and ~rooed ure a are the same as during that type of
mar ch.

THE &flACK FRL~4 POSITIONS IN DIRECT CONTACT WITH THE ~2J~ 4Y

Although soviet tactician s express a preference for the attack from
the march , conditions may arise where it is necessary to initiate t!~e at-
tack from positions in direct contact with the enemy, These may be the
shift from the defense to the offense , unsuitabl e terrai n conditions , a
regrouping of forces or narrowing of zone s or the exploiting of the att ack
of ~ neighboring unit. The attack from positIons in direct contact corn—
bine s the assault of units switching over from the defense with the simul-
taneous assault of units (primarily tank) attacki ng from the approach
march (Reznichenk o , 1966:256—257).

A motorized rifle battalion partic ipating in such an attack will have
been prev I o~ialy reinforced 4th an antiaircraft ( ZSU—23—4) unit which will
have been pro viding air defense ~‘ 

- .~t~rage dur ing the battalion’ a defensive
operations . * Tne AU unit remaina in those firi ng positions it had occu-
pied in the defense until the assaul t is well under way and then it assume s
the tactical formation previously described for the dismounted attack ,
SI-I gunners advance with their companies behind the attack I oriaatio~ ,

Procedures for sur veillance , air warning and fire control are the
se’ne as for the dismounted attack .

CHAPTER III

AIR DEFEN~~ OF THE MOTCAU ZED RIFLE BATTALION IN THE DEFENSE

A~cording to the Soviet view, the defense is a forced and always
temporary form of combat operation adopted when the attack is not possible;
however, the defense should not be viewed as a passive activity. The de-
fense is designed to inflict maximum damage and, if possible, a decisive
defeat upon the attacking enemy (Garbuz et al, 1972:199) . Air defense
activities in the defense reflect this aggressive viewpoint . They are
active, coordinated and maximized to inflict the greatest damage.

Unlike the offense, where a totally integrated system of air defense
cannot always be maintained due to the dynamic and fluid situation, the
key component in the defense is the t j ta]. integration of all forms of air
defense protection , The se include tne fighter/interceptors of frontal
aviation, the long—range SIN air defense systems, attaohed self—propelled
ALA units, organic 34-7 SAN s and the fires of infantry maohinegwis and

‘See Chapter III for the air defense procedures and tactical forma-
tions of the motorIzed rifle battalion in the defense.
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automatic weapons. 1.11 of these weapons are integrated into a formidable,
overlapping, all—altitude air defense umbrella over the defending MRB.
ThIs system is organized and controlled by the ground forc e commander. In-
formation concerning the coverage and sectors of weapons systems not under
his immediate control Ia provided by his next higher commander and is a
component of the operations order,

The MRB may be assigned the mission of defending in the regiment’ a
first or second echelon and on the main or secondary axis., Battalions de-
fending in the first echelon are normally reinforced with tanks, antitank
weapons and antiaircraft weapons. Battalions on a secondary axi s receive
less reinforcement than those on the main axi s (Garbuz et al, 1972:211—2.17).
In the first echelon the battalion generally defends in one echelon with

p a front of up to 5 km. The defense is organized around platoon and company
strong points which provide for all—around defense 0 Gap s between strong
points are covered by tanks and antitank weapons.

For the purpose of thi s study we shall only examine the air defense
of a battalion defendi ng in the first echelon on the main axis. These

p battalions would be subjected to the greatest air threat and would, conse-
quently, more fully demonstrate the procedures taken to counter it,

The basis of the protection of the MRB in the defense is the integ. -
tion of air defense coverage provided by the AAL and SAN weapons of highei
command echelons with those assigned and attached to the battalion, Thi s

p i~ accomplished by the establishment of demarcation lines in both the ver-
tical and hori zontal plane. Within the limits of the area eata b1ishc~c1 by
these demarcation lines (which would , If extended f ully, resemble a half
sphere) designated weapon systems have priority of engagement. Shorter
range systems cover the battalion ’ a immediate defensive area and longer
range systems project farter out and at higher altitudes, Generally, the

p battalion is responsible for the destruction of aircraft and helicopters
operating within a half sphere extending to an altitude of l~ )0 meters
and out to the maximum range of the ZSU—23—4 (2 ,500 meters) . This area is
f urther delimited to provide areas for engagement with infantry weapons
( Sharapov, 1972:74) . In the defense, thi s range is 1,000 meters (Tikhomirov ,
1977:8) . Thi s does not preclude other air defense weapons from attacking

p within this zone nor is the battc lion prohibited from attacking targets
outside of it , although interceptor aircraft, as a rule, Will not enter the
zone of ground based air defense fires, unless there is no other alternative
(Gat eolaev, 1974:56) .

Sectors of responsibility for aerial observation and firing will
p be designated by the battalion commander. The boundaries of sectors are

oriented on distinguishable terrain features and overlap. Primary target
lines (PTL) are also assigned within sectors along routes of probable air
attack. The deployment of the antiaircraf t battery is weighted towards
the most threatening approaches into the defensive area. The batte ry I.
deployed by platoons separated by not more than 1,000 meters. S*—7 gunners

p are deployed within the stro ng points of their companies with the apex of
their triang le oriented on the assigned PTh .

p
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Greater latitude in the selection of firi ng positions for the ~defense weap ons is permitted in the defense , consequentl y, these posii. ~s
are selected with a view to maximiz ing the target detection capabilit y ol
the ZSU—23—4 radars. Gap s in the radar coverage due to terrain masking
are covered by aerial observers located on commanding terrain features,
Aerial observer s are designated at each platoo n and company command post ,
ZSU— 23—4 and SA—7 firing position , and at the battalion command and ob-~servation post .

Soviet writers expect a high level of air activit y to precede and ac-
company any attack on a defensive position 0 Therefore , to preclude the
enemy from gaining Intelli gence as to the di sposition of the air defense
support , the fire units do not remain static, There will be considerable
shifting from one firing position to another, A~ a minimum, primary,
alternate and reser~e firing positions are selected and prepared in ad-
vance for each ZSU—23—4 arid SA— ?, Alternate firing positions m ay  be up
to 503 meters from the primary p~ .,ii,Ions (Mikhailov, 1972:19) 0 Firing
positions are shifted and occupied on order of the battalion commander0
Movement is generally accompll.s?ied at night and during periods of reduced
visibility to f urther ensure security.

As an additional security !rieasure to conceal the exact nature of the
air defense deployment , duty w~ zpons are designated in each antiaircraft
platoon arid SA—7 section, Prior to the enemy ’ s ground attack, only duty
weapons are permitted to engage single aircraft approaching the battalion’ a
defensive zone and then only fr cm temporary firing positions which are
separate from those discussed above. After firing the antialrcra.ft mount
(S&—7 gunner) immediately relocates to a new, preselected firing position
(Gatsolaev , 1974:131) .

To further enhance the air defense coverage and to nchieve surprise,
the Soviet Union has exoanded on a tactic they employed in World War II:
the use of antiaircraft ambushes and roving antiaircraft guns. At least
a portion of every publication surveyed was devoted to a discussion of the
advantages and effectiveness of these tactics. “An antiaircraft ambush
implies the action of separate firing platoons, guns or gun mounts aimed at
delivering a surprise attack on the enemy aircraft in the direction he ex-
pects least of all” ( Subbotin, 1974:81) . Antiaircraft ambushes may also
be establ iahed using a section or more of SA—7 gunners, The advantage of
an antiaircraf t ambush is that it extend s the air defense coverage of a
unit in the defense. A portion of t~e air defense assets is sent out in
an ambush role along a likely avenue of air attack to engage helicopters
capable of launching *TGMs while outside the range of the air defense
weapons located in the defensive position. The unexpectedness of the at-
tac k f rom ambush is considered an effective means of discouraging low—
level attacks on the defensive position. The &uccess of sri ambush depend s
upon secrecy, concealment and ~amouf 1age. “An antiaircraf t ambush must not
show ar~r activity till the enemy plane (helicopter) detected in the sped —
fled ~itreotion approaches the zone of effective fire, Should an ambush be
detected, it mu st leave its position” ( Subbotin , 1974:82) . Antiaircraf t
weapons conducting ambushes will return to the main defensive position

C 
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at a predetermined time or on—call , but not later than prior to the
enemy ’ s ground attack~

Roving ALA guns, on the other hand , actively seek out encounters with
enemy aircraft. These gun s mane uver outside the main defensive position
and respond rapidly to any change in the air situation by immediately mov-
ing to the most threatened sector. Several temporary firing positions
are selected in advance and the roving gun shifts from one to another ,
Roving guns engage any aircraft/helicopter dthln range, Lfter firing,
they immediately move to a new iocation0 The active nn ture and continual
shifting of positions Is designed to confuse the enemy and conceal the true

• size and deployment of the air defense system. The effectiveness of roving
antiaircraft guns depends upon the accuracy and timallness of aerial recon-
naissance inf ormation and , therefore, special effor ts  will be made to ensure
that reconnaissance data from all available means reaches the roving gun,
Roving guns are al so recalled prior to L’e enemy ground attack,

Figure 8 Is a presentatior. of the air defense deployment for a MRB in
the defense includIng ambushes and roving guns,

I
C~{APTER IV

AIR DEFENSE DURING RIVER CROSSING OPERATIONS

Discussions of river crosoing operations are encountered so frequently
in Soviet military literature and the tactical activities of air defense
fire units differ so greatly from those described f or offensive and def en—
sive operations that it is appropriate to include air defense operations
during river crossings as a separate category~ Forcing river barriers, of
course, is an extension of offensive operations, but the capability of
aircraft and helicopters to delay or stop advancing troops at water ob-
stacles has prompted the development of special procedures to protect river
crossings.

The MRB will, as a rule, force river barriers from the march while
maintaining a high rate of advance0 The importance of speed in overcoming
the water obstacle is continually emphasized. Consequently, preparations
for a river crossing are begun well in advance, The river is reconnoitered
and crossing sites and nissions are assigned when the unit is still some
di stance from the obstacle. If ford s or bridges are available, the entir e
battalion crosses immediately in march formation, If not , the amphibious
motorized rifle companies swin across supported by the fires of tanks and
artillery deployed on the near shore. Some of the tanks viii cross on the
river bottom using snorkelling equipment. Multiple crossing sites will
routinely be used (Reznichenko , 1966:309) .

The motorized rifle battalion will approach the designated crossing
area in the same forn~ition as for conducting the march with the expectation
of meeting the enemy at an undetermined location (See Chapter II) . The
tactical formations and position in the column of the antiaircraft fire
units and SA—7 gunners as well as the procedure s for surveillance, reporting
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ant com munications are as previously described. While approachi ng the
crossing site, one ZSU—23—4 in each platoon and one SI-? gunner in each
section is at Readiness Condition No. 1, but when the lead company reaches
the water barrier or if air targets have been detected , all air defense
weapons assume that readiness conditioa.

Initi ally , during the forcing of a river , the ZSJ—2 3—4 mount s remii in
some distance back from the w~it~r ’ s edge because of their ~ulnerabiiity toenemy fires f rom the far shore. Tney will take up firing positions 300—
500 meters from the river and are normally assigned the mission of pro-
tecting the artillery and tanks in the sealing area ( tha t location se—
lec ted for the readyi ng of tank s to snorkel across the river) . From these
firing positions they can also ~over the motorized rifle companies which
are swimming the river~ B.3caure multiple crossIng sites will be used, ti.
area to be covered nay be rath€ r large. The ZSU—23-4 battery will, there-
fore, be deployed in platoons ‘.ith an interval between platoons of 1,000—
1,500 meters (Mtkhailov , l9’76:~ 3—29). Overlapping sectors of responsibil-
ity for sirvsiulance and firin€ will be assi gned paying particular atten-
tion to t he f lank s (Popov, l97h~ 84) .

It appears that roving gun s will fi nd widespread use in river crossing
operations and they will be det ailed to operate along the flanks of the
battalion ( Subbotini , 1977:19) . In a river crossing the battalion’s Lianks
dill be open with respect to tie river’s course (i.e. they will be p~. ‘~n—di.cular to the river) , and as t h e  river itsel f is considered to be the nL~~t
dangerous low—altitude approaci and the one most likely to be used by hell—
copters attacking the crossing forces , will be vulnerable, Consequently,
the use of roving gun s not onl~i e,c tends the coverage of the air defense
syetem but places fire units cm the most dangerous approach at a distance
that brings helicopters armed pith ATGMs •iithin range,

The activities of the SA—~ gunner s are more diver se during river
crossing ope rations. Dnpend ln~ upon the level of air activity and the
rate of advance , they may eith r cross the river with their own companies

• or be assigned missions on the near ar far  bank by the battalion comman~1er ~The SA-7 gunners of the lead nr toriz~d rifle company will likely cross with
their parent company and establi sh temporary firing positions on the far
bank with the mission of protecting the bridgehead. While crossing, they

• will engage targets from the swinrn~ng RMPs (Popov , l9’74:84) .

A portion of the SA—7 gunners from the remaining companies may be
united int o groups and assigned missions on the near shore under battalion
control. These missions include covering the cro ssing site, tank sealing
areas, bridges and establishing antiaircraft ambushes. While covering the
crossing sites, Stt -7 gunners occupy firing positions on islands, shoals,
dims and the river bank itself . Ambushes are established along threatened
flanks using islands or projections of the river bank as firing positions ,
Control of SI-? gunners performing battalion missions on the near bank is
centralized (Popov , 1974:84),

Once the motorized rifle companies have secured positions on the far
bank and the threat of direct fire is dimini shed, the ZSU—23—4 fire units
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shift their firing positions to the waterl ine. Only one mount will be
moving at a tu ne, the others being prepared to engage target s. From i~bank , the ZSJ —23-4 fire units extend their coverage as far as possible o~the motorized riflemen on the far shore and cover the crossing of~tank s ann
heavy equipment. As soon as ferrie s are put into operation , the ZSU—23—4s
cross the river. The consensus among Soviet authors is that the ZSU—23—4 8
must cross as soon as po ssible, together with the tanka not after then.
The recommended proce dure is that the first vehicle to cross on a ferry

p should be a ZSU—23—4 which occupies a firi ng po sition as close as possible
to the exit point. This fire unit in conj unction with those still on the
near shore cover the crossing of the tanks. The next two ZSO—23-4 fire
units to cross deploy behind the motorized rifle companies which are de-
veloping the bri dgehead . After the last tan s have crossed , the remaining
ZSU—23—44 crosses and the reunited platoon depl oys to cover its enpport ed
company or assume s its place in the column if the march is to be continued
(Gat aolaev , 1974:115) .

In river crossing operations , ammunition resupply becomes o.f vital
importance. Immediately prior to crc ssing the river ZSU—23—4 fire units
take on reserves of ammunition, Moreover, unlike the offense where re—
supply vehicles follow the ZSU— 23.-4s at a distance of up to 2 km, during
river crossings, the ammunition resupply vehicles cross sim iltaneously with
the ZSU—23-.4s. Commanders are cautioned that under no circum stances should
the weapons and their amn mnition resupply be on opposite sides of the
river (Gatsolaev, 1974:115) .

BA—? gunners that had been detached for battalion directed missions
rejoin their parent companies as soon as possible after tI.e battalion has
completed the cro8sing.

If a tactically significant crossing site has been seized, the
ZSU—23-4 battery may be detached from the motorized rifle battalion and

p assigned the mission of protecting the crossing site or bridging operations ,
The battery deploys in platoons with one platoon occupying firing positions
on each side of the river. S1-7 gunners, when available, deploy to establish
antiaircraf t ambushes thereby extending the air defense coverage of the
crossing site. The use of the highly mobile ZSJ—23—4 fire units to protect
crossings or bridges is temporary and other antiaircraft means should re—

p place them as soon as possible ( Popov, 1974:85) .

CHAPTER V

SfJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the last decade the Soviet Union has developed and fielded an in-
terrelated series of new air defense weapon ~rstems designed to defend the
airspace over the maneuver forces. This rapid and comprehensive weapon
systems program seemingly was in response to the ascendancy of air power
i4dch had become manifest in the late 1960’ a. It appears that having per—

P ceived an imbalance between Western attack aircraft and helicopters and
the mean s to defend against them, Soviet military planners embarked upon
a program to e~~and and improve ground—based tactical air defense systems.P
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New air defense weapons, each designed to protect a specific portion of the
battlefield, have appeared regularly. Moreover , tactical mobility has been
emphasized and has assumed significant importance. Tuna , each new air d3—
fensa weapon is as mobile as the maneuver force it protects, while at the
same time, older, less mobile weapons are being replaced or withdrawn.

I mobile, gro und -based air defense system, of cour se, is only as
effective as the tactical principles with which it is employed. The Soviet
Union has de veloped and is cont inui ng to develop such a body of tactical
doctrine, In accordance with this doctrine, the principle s of “purposeful—
mess”, “coordination”, “continuity”, “maneuverability”, and “ surpri se” are
stressed and become the guiding for ’ce behind air defense tactical employ-
ment, Utilizing these principles, snecific tactical procedure s have been
developed to support the forward citting edge of the maneuver force during
various forms of combat operations . A fairly comprehensive set of tactical
employment procedures to support the motorized rifle battalion d iring the
march, the offensive and the defense have been standardized and publi shed
in the Soviet military press. Al so, specific procedures have been developed
for operations under soecial circumstances (e.g. river crossings etc,),

Soviet military writings strongly indicate tha t their tactical doctrine
intends to maximize upon the high battlefield nobility of Soviet air defense
systems. While protect ing a maneuver force either in the offense or e
defense, air defense fire units will constantly shift positions and the
f ease will never be static. “Ro ving guns” and “ambushes” will be widely
used to e~ctend the coverage bit primarily to achieve surpri se, Judging
from the sheer quantity of material pertaining to “roving guns” and “am-
bushes”, it is obvious that Soviet military writers consider this taLt ic as
the most effective means of countering low—level helicopter attacks, A
constantly shifting defense augmented by “roving guns” and “ambushes” sig—
niuicantly compounds the problem of detecting air defense f ire units on the
battlefield. If NATO aircraf t and helicopters are to blunt the thrust of
a Soviet attacking force , then timely information as to the disposition of
the protecting air defense forces will be urgently required. Wnere they
were will not be sufficient.
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